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3 Beds

 

2.0 BathsMLS# SEADIR

Welcome to the unpretentious and breezy Seagaze, an elegant 3 bedroom / 2 bathroom villa on the
platinum west coast of Barbados. Nestled literally "a stones throw away" from a spectacular white sandy
beach. There is a panoramic, unobstructed view of the beach and the Caribbean Sea with its beautiful...

Find out more

FEATURES

   
AC in Bedrooms

?

Walking Distance to Beach
?

Dishwasher
?

Ceiling Fans
?

SEAGAZE, LOWER CARLTON PRICING

TERM FROM USD$392/NIGHT

TERM
Welcome to the unpretentious and breezy Seagaze, an elegant 3 bedroom / 2 bathroom villa on the platinum west coast of Barbados. Nestled literally "a
stones throw away" from a spectacular white sandy beach. There is a panoramic, unobstructed view of the beach and the Caribbean Sea with its beautiful
sunsets. The neighborhood is safe, quiet and the beach is non-commercial with no vendors- a perfect place to relax. All bedrooms are air-conditioned. All
bathrooms are handicapped-friendly. The master bedroom has a king size bed, full bathroom en-suite. The second bedroom has a queen size bed. The
third bedroom has two single beds.Uniquely designed with high ceilings, natural wood floors, stunning displays of art.... an exquisite decor with nothing to
hinder the ambience, but there is no clutter. Ceiling fans adorn every room. Enter the villa via the enclosed patio leading into a large living room. The
kitchen is modern and fully equipped, there is also a charcoal barbeque grill is also available for outdoor cooking. There is every convenience and amenity
to make your stay pleasing, peaceful and unforgettable. The villa is spacious, perfect for entertaining and having fun. The entire property is enclosed.This
vacation villa is located on the West Coast, near historic Holetown. It is 45 minutes from the airport and 10 - 15 minutes from popular nightclubs, fast food
outlets, supermarkets, fine restaurants and the world-renowned Sandy Lane & Royal Westmoreland golf courses. Airport pickup and dropoff can be
arranged. Public transportation is available right outside the property.

Furnished
?
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+1 246 439 7010
?   St James

?

, Seagaze, Lower Carlton
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